In this work, we are interested in testing dynamic distributed information systems. That is we consider a decentralized information system which can evolve over time. For this purpose we propose a runtime standard-based test execution platform. The latter is built upon the normalized TTCN-3 specification and implementation testing language. The proposed platform ensures execution of tests cases at runtime. Moreover it considers both structural and behavioral adaptations of the system under test. In addition, it is equipped with a test isolation layer that minimizes the risk of interference between business and testing processes. The platform also generates a minimal subset of test scenarios to execute after each adaptation. Finally, it proposes an optimal strategy to place the TTCN-3 test components among the system execution nodes.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, information systems are steadily gaining importance as a major ingredient for a wide range of modern technologies and computerized services. More precisely we are interested in distributed information systems (Grusho et al., 2017; Yesikov et al., 2017) which correspond to decentralized systems made of sets of physical devices and software components. Moreover we pay a particular attention to dynamic distributed information systems which are systems that can evolve during execution time.
The possible changes the considered system may encounter could be either structural or behavioral. On the first hand, structural changes correspond to the addition or deletion of physical nodes or links between nodes. On the other hand, behavioral changes correspond to the addition, deletion or update of the software components installed on the physical nodes of the system.
It is worth noting that these two types of changes may happen while the system is running. Consequently this may lead to the apparition of new risks, bugs and problems for the considered distributed information system either locally (on some limited parts of the system) or globally (on the whole behavior of the system).
In both cases this is considered as a dangerous and critical situation. Thus very urgent and efficient measures must be taken in order to guarantee the correctness and the safety of the distributed information system we are dealing with.
To remedy this, we adopt in this work an online testing approach which can be applied at runtime. For that, we propose a standard-based testing platform for dynamic distributed information systems. The proposed platform uses the TTCN3 standard and takes into account both structural and behavioral adaptations. Moreover, it is equipped with a test isolation layer which minimizes the risk of interference between testing and business processes. We also compute a minimal subset of test cases to run and efficiently distribute them among the execution nodes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated for Runtime Testing for Structural Adaptations. In Section 3, we propose techniques for Runtime Testing of Behavioral Adaptations. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main contributions presented in this paper and states some directions for future work.
TESTING FOR STRUCTURAL ADAPTATIONS
The process depicted in Figure 1 shows the different steps to fulfill in order to execute runtime tests when structural reconfiguration actions happen:
The different steps for structural adaptations validation of the system under test.
• Dependency Analysis: This step focuses on determining the affected components of the system under test by a structural reconfiguration action.
• Test Case Selection: This step allows to identify the set of test cases to choose from the Test Case Repository and which will be applied on the set of components identified during the previous step.
• Test Component Placement: This step allows to distribute test components over the execution nodes while taking into account specific constraints.
• Test Isolation and Execution: This step allows to take into account isolation aspects and to execute the test cases selected during step 2.
More details about these different steps are given in the next sections.
Dependency Analysis
Our goal here is to reduce the cost of the test activity with respect to both to time and resources. For that purpose, after each dynamic evolution of the system we determine the subset of components of the system which were impacted by the considered dynamic evolution. This allows us not to execute all the available test cases at runtime. Rather we choose a minimal subset of tests (corresponding to the modified parts of the system) and then we re-execute them. Our technique is based on the use of a dependency analysis algorithm. The latter is used in several software engineering branches (e.g., testing (Li et al., 2005) , maintenance and evolution (Qu et al., 2010), etc.) .
In (Alhazbi and Jantan, 2007 ) the authors define dependency as "the reliance of a component on other(s) to support a specific functionality". So It can be seen as a binary relation between components. A component C 1 is said to be an antecedent to component C 2 if its functionalities or data are exploited by C 2 . Moreover in this case, B is said to be dependent on C 1 . For a such situation we use the following notation
The authors of (Larsson and Crnkovic, 2001) define the relation → in a formal fashion as follows. Let N odes be the set of components of the considered system. The set of dependencies of this system is:
In this manner, the current configuration of the system is made of two elements namely the set of components and the set of corresponding dependencies The configuration of the system can be presented either by a Component Dependency Graph or an equivalent Component Dependency Matrix. In Figure 2 we give an example of such a dependency graph and its equivalent dependency matrix.
At the beginning, the dependency graph stores only the direct dependencies between the different components of the system. Then in a second step indirect dependencies are calculated by means of transitive closure algorithm (Ioannidis and Rantakrishnan, 1988 ) applied on the initial graph. For instance in the example given by Figure 2 there is no direct dependency between the two nodes C1 and C4 however an indirect dependency exist between them through the node C2. Similarly an indirect dependency exist between C1 and C5 through the node C3.
Test Case Selection
When dynamic adaptations occur, we need to consider two types of test cases. The first type corresponds to unit tests which allow to check the correctness of the components which were affected at a local level. Besides, the second type corresponds to integration tests which are necessary to guarantee compatibility and correct interaction between the different components of the system which were influenced by the dynamic adaptation.
As shown in Figure 3 , this step consists in identifying a subset of test cases from an already existing test suite in order to test the affected parts of the system. For that purpose several regression test selection methods have been adopted in the literature. The proposed methods are mostly based on dependency analysis techniques (Rothermel and Harrold, 1996) . Since we opted for a standard-based test execution platform, our tests will be written in the TTCN-3 language and run by TTCN-3 test components. More precisely two types of TTCN-3 components are needed namely Main Test Components (MTC) and Parallel Test Components (PTC). As illustrated in Figure 4 , an MTC can be charged of the execution of a unit test for a specific component of the system under test (Figure 4 .a). Otherwise it can collaborate with a set of PTCs in order to execute some integration tests corresponding to a set of interacting components of the system (Figure 4 .b). In the next section we explain how the placement of these different test components is done.
Test Component Placement
In this section, we explain how to compute an adequate plan to distribute test cases over the different nodes of the execution environment. For this pur- pose we consider both connectivity and resource constraints of the different components of the system.
First the connectivity constraint corresponds to the fact that a given TTCN-3 test component needs to have a connection (either direct or indirect) with all components of the system it is in charge of testing. For instance the system shown in Figure 5 is made of ten components. These components can be divided into three subsets according to connectivity namely {C1,C2,C3}, {C4,C5} and {C6,C7,C8,C9,C10}.
Consequently at least three test components are needed in order to test this system (i.e., a TTCN-3 test component for each of the previously defined subsets of the system nodes).
The second constraint to take into account at this level deals with the availability of resources required by test components in order to execute the set of selected test cases. That is each node of the execution environment which is hosting a particular test component must have enough resources to execute the test cases attributed to this test component. Among these resources we may consider for instance the CPU load, the memory occupation, the storage capacities, etc.
Computing an adequate test placement strategy is done by fitting the previous constraints. This procedure may be considered as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) (Ghédira and Dubuisson, 2013) . More precisely the problem in hand can be instantiated as a particular variant of the Knapsack Problem (Martello and Toth, 1990; Kellerer et al., 2004) , called Multiple Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP) (Lahami et al., 2012b) . As presented in Figure 6 , the test component placement takes as inputs the minimal set of test cases (generated during the test selection phase), a description of the amount of resources needed by the test components and finally a description of the state of available resources in each node of the execution platform. As an output this module generates a resource aware test plan.
Test Isolation and Execution
As already mentioned our work is based on the TTCN-3 standard. More precisely we are inspired by the work of (Lahami et al., 2012a; Lahami et al., 2016 In Figure 7 , the abbreviation TCI stands for TTCN-3 Control Interface and the abbreviation TRI stands for TTCN-3 Control Interface. (Lahami et al., 2016) .
As already mentioned, we need to consider some isolation operations during the test execution phase in order to avoid any possible interference between business behaviors and test behaviors. So inspired by the work of (Lahami et al., 2016) , we intend to extend the standard TTCN-3 architecture with a test isolation component (Figure 8 ). This new component is connected with both the system adapter (SA) and the system under test. It allows to choose the appropriate isolation strategy for each constituent under test depending on the nature of that constituent. Next, we briefly describe five possible isolation strategies:
• The BIT-based Strategy: corresponds to a builtin-testing approach where we assume that the SUT components are initially equipped with interfaces which accept both business inputs and test inputs simultaneously.
• The Aspect-based Strategy: which is inspired from Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) paradigm (Kienzle et al., 2010; Kiczales et al., 2001 ) and consists in equipping each SUT component with an aspect providing testing facilities.
• The Tagging-based Strategy: consists in tagging test inputs with a special flag to differentiate them from business inputs.
• The Cloning-based Strategy: consists in creating a copy of the component under test and then testing the created clone instead of the original component.
• The Blocking-based Strategy: consists in preventing temporarily the component under test from receiving any requests from its environment except from the test components to which it is connected. 
TESTING OF BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATIONS
Now we move to the second part of this work which deals with runtime testing of distributed information systems after behavioral adaptations. For this purpose we adopt a formal approach (Krichen, 2010; Krichen and Tripakis, 2009 ) based on the use of the model of timed automata (Alur and Dill, 1994) . That is we assume the our system is modelled as a simple timed automaton or a product of timed automata. Moreover we assume the considered model may evolve either partially or entirely after the occurrence of a dynamic behavioral adaptation. Consequently there is a need to update the set of available test cases either by creating new tests or modifying old ones. For that reason we need to take advantage from both selective regression testing and model-based testing techniques. In order to reach this goal, we adopt a four-step approach as illustrated in Figure 9 . The four considered steps are the following:
• Model Differentiation: consists in comparing the old and the new model of the distributed information system we have in hand in order to detect similarities and differences between them;
• Old Tests Classification: consists in sorting the old tests and dividing them into three groups (1. Tests which need to be removed because they are no longer valid, 2. Tests which are partially valid and need to be updated and finally 3. Tests which are still valid and do not need any update);
• Test Update and Generation: consists in updating the partially valid tests detected in the previous step and generating new test cases covering the new behaviors appearing in the new model of the system;
• TTCN-3 Transformation: consists in concretizing the set of obtained tests by translating them from an abstract level into a TTC-3 representation.
Towards a Runtime Standard-based Testing Framework for Dynamic Distributed Information Systems
More details about these different steps are given in the next subsections. However before that we start by giving a brief description of the formalism used to model distributed information systems, namely UP-PAALL timed automata.
UPPAAL Timed Automata
In order to specify the behavioral models of evolved systems, Timed Automata (TA) are chosen for the reason that they correspond to a widespread formalism usually used for modeling behaviors of critical and real-time systems. More precisely, we opt for the particular UPPAAL style (Behrmann et al., 2004) of timed automata because UPPAAL is a wellestablished verification tool. It is made up of a system editor that allows users to edit easily timed automata, a simulator that visualizes the possible dynamic execution of a given system and a verifier that is charged with verifying a given model w.r.t. a formally expressed requirement specification. Within UPPAAL timed automata, a system is modeled as a network of timed automata, called processes. A timed automaton, is an extended finite-state machine equipped with a set of clock-variables that track the progress of time and that can guard when transitions are allowed.
Let C l be a set of continuous variables called clocks, and Act = I np ∪ Out} where I np is a set of inputs and Out a set of outputs. Gd(C l) is defined as the set of guards on the clocks C l being conjunctions of constraints of the form c op n, where c ∈ C l, n ∈ N, and op ∈ { , ≤, =, ≥, }. Moreover, let U p(C l) denote the set of updates of clocks of the form c := n.
A timed automaton over (Act, C l) is a tuple (Loc, l 0 , Act,C l, Inv, Ed), where :
• Loc is the set of locations;
• l 0 ∈ Loc is the initial location;
• Inv : Loc −→ Gd(C l) a function which an invariant to each location;
• Ed is the set of edges such that A simple example of a UPPAALL timed automaton is shown in Figure 10 . It has:
• Two locations: Idle and InUSe;
• One input action: use?;
• One output action done!;
• One clock (x).
The system is initially occupying the location Idle. The clock x is reset to 0 when the input action use? takes place. The system is allowed to stay at most C times unit at the location InUse. Finally when the clock x reaches the value C the output action done! is produced and the system goes back to its initial location. Then the same cycle can start again and again.
Model Differentiation
As already mentioned the goal of this step is to compare the old and new models of the system under test. That is to find differences and similarities between them. This allows us to avoid generating the whole set of test cases from scratch after each behavioral adaptation of the system. For this purpose we need to split the behaviors described by the new model of the system into four groups (as illustrated in Figure 9 ):
• Newly Detected Behaviors: correspond to the set of behaviors present in the new model of the system but not in the old one;
• Partially Valid Behaviors: correspond to the set of behaviors that bear a high level of similarity with some old behaviors of the system but are not completely identical to them;
• Still Valid Behaviors: correspond to the set of behaviors which are in common between the two versions of the model of the system;
• No Longer Valid Behaviors: correspond to the set of behaviors present in the old model of the system but not in the new one and which therefore must be rejected.
To achieve this goal, we need to take advantage from different works present in the literature. For instance, (Pilskalns et al., 2006) presented a technique which allows to reduce the complexity of identifying the modification impact from different UML diagrams. The authors consider different design changes which are classified according to whether they create, modify, or delete elements in the diagram.
In this same context, (Chen et al., 2007) propose a regression technique based on the use of the model of Extended Finite State Machine. This model is used to identify the effects of three types of modifications: modification, addition or deletion of a transition.
Old Tests Classification
Once the computation of the different sets of behaviors is achieved as explained in the previous step, the next task to do consists in splitting the set of old available test cases accordingly into three subsets of tests (see Figure 9 ):
• Partially Valid Tests: correspond to the set of partially valid behaviors of the new model of the system;
• Still Valid Tests: correspond to the set of still valid behaviors of the new model;
• No Longer Valid Tests: correspond to the set of no longer valid behaviors present in the old model of the system and which must be rejected.
At this level too we need to take advantage from existing contributions in the literature. For example, (Briand et al., 2009 ) introduce a UML-based regression test selection strategy. The latter allows to classify tests issued from the initial behavioral models as obsolete, reusable and re-testable tests.
Similarly, (Fourneret et al., 2011) proposed a technique which selects reusable tests, discards obsolete ones and generates only new ones.
Moreover in (Korel et al., 2005) , the authors split the set of old tests into high and low priority subsets. A high priority is attributed to tests that manipulate modified transitions and a low priority to tests that do not include any modified transition.
Test Update and Generation
As illustrated in Figure 9 , we need to update partially valid tests identified during the test classification step and to derive new test cases from the newly detected behaviors identified during the model differentiation step. For this purpose we need to use techniques borrowed from model-based testing approaches (Krichen and Tripakis, 2009; Krichen, 2012) .
More precisely the technique we intend to adopt consists in using a particular type of timed automata called observer automata (Blom et al., 2005) . These automata allow to model the specific behaviors we are interested in testing. In our case the behaviors to model are the newly detected behaviors discovered during the differentiation step.
The main steps to follow are the following:
1. Transforming the desired behavior into an observer automaton;
2. Computing the product of the observer automaton and the new timed automaton model of the system under test; 3. Deriving tests cases from the obtained timedautomaton product using classical test generation techniques. The previously mentioned steps can be performed using the test generation tool UPPAAL CO √ ER (Hessel and Pettersson, 2007) which supports the notion of observers and test case generation.
TTCN-3 Transformation
This step consists in defining a set of rules to derive TTCN-3 tests from abstract test cases obtained during the previous steps. Our transformation algorithm will be inspired by the following works (Axel Rennoch and Schieferdecker, 2016; Lahami et al., 2012a; Hochberger and Liskowsky, 2006; Ebner, 2004) .
In 
CONCLUSION
In this article, we adopted a runtime testing approach to validate and test dynamic distributed information systems. For this purpose, we proposed a standardbased and resource aware test execution platform which allows to deal efficiently with both structural and behavioral adaptations. On the one hand structural adaptations correspond to the addition or deletion of nodes and/or connections between the nodes of the system under test. On the other hand behavioral adaptations correspond to the addition, deletion or update of the software components or functionalities installed on the physical devices of the considered system under test. Firstly, Our platform is standard-based since it is built upon the TTCN-3 specification and execution testing language. Indeed we adopted the generic standard TTCN-3 architecture extended with an isolation layer which allows to avoid possible risks of interference between testing and business processes. To reach this goal, five possible isolation strategies may be adopted at this level namely: 1. BIT-based, 2. aspect-based, 3. tagging-based, 4. cloning-based, and finally 5. blocking-based.
Secondly, our platform is resource aware since it ensures test selection and optimal placement of test components among physical nodes of the system under test. The test selection phase consists in identifying a subset of tests scenarios from an already existing repository in order to test the affected parts of the system. Besides, the placement phase consists in computing an appropriate plan to assign test cases to the different nodes of the execution environment using adequate optimization techniques.
Regarding behavioral adaptations, our methodology comprises four steps. The first step corresponds to the differentiation between the old and the new models of the system in order to identify similarities and differences between them. The second step consists in sorting the old tests and splitting them into three suitable sets. The third step lies in updating a subset of old tests and in generating a set of new test cases. Finally, the fourth step consists in translating the set of obtained tests scenarios from an abstract representation into the TTCN-3 language.
Our work is at its beginning and many efforts are still needed on both theoretical and practical aspects in order to achieve the different goals mentioned in this article:
• We need to build an appropriate model for the considered system under test. At this level we need to choose an optimal level of abstraction for this model. That is the latter should be neither too small nor too big. Being too small may cause the loss of important details of the system and being too big may lead to the famous state explosion problem which may make our approach completely infeasible.
• We also need to consider some sophisticated heuristics to solve the test component placement problem. In fact since we are adopting a runtime testing approach then the time to find an acceptable placement plan should be enough short in order to detect anomalies at the right moment.
• Moreover we need to propose efficient technical solutions to implement the different isolation strategies mentioned previously in this article. In the same manner we should develop and install adequately the different TTCN-3 test components upon the physical devices of the system in order to guarantee the success of the whole approach.
• Finally we may combine load and functional testing aspects as done in (Krichen et al., 2018; Maâlej et al., 2013; Maâlej et al., 2012b; Maâlej et al., 2012a) .
